Peter the Venerable's pleas are, and lovable as he shows himself in what otherwise might have proved a very bitter controversy, his own admissions in his later Statutes show that St Bernard's just criticisms went far deeper than matters of mere 'minute accuracy' and 'meticulous observance' (pp. 517, 520). Still plainer, if possible, is the evidence of the York monks who went out to found Fountains; it was not that their unreformed brethren neglected only the mint and anise and cummin of the Rule, but that they sat'up drinking, quarrelled with each other, and violated not only the letter but the spirit of that which they had sworn to obey (cf. Even now, English scholars constantly turn aside from scientific philology with a silent excudant alii; and, if we must err on one side or the other, it seems nobler to pay undue attention to a writer's meaning than to his words. But, without the philologer's patient and persistent pursuit of little details, the meaning itself might often escape us; to the labour of transcription and collation we owe an almost incalculable debt; and among the tragedies of literature few are more moving than the livesrevealed often only by a glimpse here and there-of those for whom such patient underground labour has been its own and its only reward. The account of the Oxford Saxonists on.pp. 93-96 reads almost like a page from Roger Bacon's story of the Sisyphean task with which he and his fellow-innovators had to grapple; we there meet successively the consumptive William Elstob, early worn down to the hilt, his sister Elizabeth, keeping body and soul together by taking pupils at a fee of 2s. 8d. per week per head, and the 'lad of ten or twelve, who had phenomenal skill as a copyist of Old English manuscripts. ' We have found great interest also in the Appendices; especially in Elizabeth Elstob's eloquent defence of her favourite studies, and in the long extracts from different scholars' letters, mostly published here for the first time, illustrating the labours and struggles of all these early students. Miss Adams has made us all her debtors for a very interesting chapter in English literary history.
G. G. COULTON. Anyone occupied with the business of attempting to teach literature comes to these volumes prejudiced in their favour; for it was their author who was responsible for the decisive and even defiant claim that the first part of that business was literary. This gospel, set out in the now famous lectures On the Art of Writing, was a difficult one for the unconverted scholar, the scholar perhaps of History, the History of Literature, Philology, or Language; nor was it an easy one even for the converted. Many more than now do so would seriously attempt to teach literature if it were not so uncommonly hard to teach. 'The critical perception of poetic truth' is itself, as Arnold used to tell us, 'of all things the most elusive.' What would he have said of the far further difficulty of communicating a faculty for this perception to the young and inexperienced? But let us not despair. Something can be done if the teachers will try with a single enough devotion, and certainly nothing by their not trying. The best perhaps would be that they should stir the mould a little, force a realisation that there are differences, free the mind from the lip service of literary shibboleths, and enable their pupils to feel the broad outlines of distinction for themselves. To secure finally that each student should himself come in contact with the poets' feeling and respond to that feeling with an individual disturbance would doubtless be to reach the unattainable. It would mean that Literary Schools of little details, the meaning itself might often escape us; to the labour of transcription and collation we owe an almost incalculable debt; and among the tragedies of literature few are more moving than the livesrevealed often only by a glimpse here and there-of those for whom such patient underground labour has been its own and its only reward. The account of the Oxford Saxonists on.pp. 93-96 reads almost like a page from Roger Bacon's story of the Sisyphean task with which he and his fellow-innovators had to grapple; we there meet successively the consumptive William Elstob, early worn down to the hilt, his sister Elizabeth, keeping body and soul together by taking pupils at a fee of 2s. 8d. per week per head, and the 'lad of ten or twelve, who had phenomenal skill as a copyist of Old English manuscripts. ' We have found great interest also in the Appendices; especially in Elizabeth Elstob's eloquent defence of her favourite studies, and in the long extracts from different scholars' letters, mostly published here for the first time, illustrating the labours and struggles of all these early students. Miss Adams has made us all her debtors for a very interesting chapter in English literary history.
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